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BENEFITS OF THE NEW SYSTEM
Prior to implementing the new system, all publication measures

As the faculty
profiles within E lements
can be manually curated,
the University of Michigan
now has the ability to
track what has been
traditionally considered
“grey literature”.

were coming from Scopus data alone. However, Smith noted
that we know that there are over 200,000 journals published

CONCEPT SEARCHING

researchers good ideas on where to submit their proposal

IN THE FULL TEXT

to next, helps them put together a list of collaborators who

Dimensions Profiles a nd D
 imensions Plusoffers something

resonating with faculty.

unique for new faculty joining the institution, Smith says.
New to the university, they often want to build their network
and find potential collaborators and D imensionscan help.

they could work with on proposals.” Smith says this use case is

Dimensions also helps Michigan faculty prepare to respond to
unsolicited requests for applications (RFAs) from major sponsors.
Smith says “In the RFA, a sponsor describes exactly what they

globally and we won’t be getting a full picture if we base our

“They are often interested in a specific technique or a specific

are interested in a solicited proposal, then this RFA abstract can

viewpoint on an index of 24,000 journals. Smith said that with 

piece of equipment and they need to find exper tise on these

be plugged into D
 imensions and we can quickly find all Michigan

Michigan Research Experts and the use of E lements for publi-

things.” In D
 imensions, users can run a topic search across

faculty who could apply for these grants. We then let them know

cations harvesting and faculty profiles management, University

the full text, going beyond a title and abstract search. Genes,

if they appear to be well-positioned to apply to the RFA. Finding

of Michigan is able to get a census of all of their publication

chemical composition, and protocols, the kinds of specific

funding is the major struggle for researchers. If you can give

activity from across all disciplines for the first time, especially

concepts a researcher might be looking to explore, mostly

them targeted oppor tunities, this is very valuable.”

in the humanities and social sciences, and across multiple

appear in the body of the full text and not in the title and

sources including Arxiv, Crossref and Pubmed.

abstract of a publication. For the first time with D
 imensions

As the faculty profiles within E lements c an be manually
curated, the University of Michigan now has the ability to track
what has been traditionally considered “grey literature”. This
includes software code. Smith believes that “This will help
to bring transparency to the richness of thought showcased
within non-traditional publications, providing a more holistic
representation of faculties’ scholarly work.”

, Michigan researchers can search though the full text, so if a
researcher wants to find someone working in the HNBC1 gene,
they can find everyone across the University of Michigan System
interested in that gene. They can dig deep into the papers to
see whether a colleague is interested in it as, for example, an
indicator of comorbidity, or to see if a publication on that gene
is truly original research. They can also extrapolate who are the
CRISPR exper ts or who are the exper ts on a specific machine.
Researchers at Michigan can also use D
 imensions Plusto see
who is being funded to do this research and which sponsors

Dimensions is uniquely
positioned to help Michigan
faculty improve their grant
application success rates.

are funding them offering pathways to reach out to key
colleagues in their field.
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FIND FUNDING,

USER TYPES FOR MICHIGAN

I M P R O V E S U C C E S S R AT E S

R E S E A R C H E X P E RT S

Dimensionsis uniquely positioned to help Michigan faculty

Beyond individuals seeking exper tise, Smith sees two types of

improve their grant application success rates. Smith estimates

users for M
 ichigan Research Exper ts. First, there are power

that it takes a researcher, on average, 200 hours to compile

users, who he anticipates will more often than not be academics

an NIH proposal. Applicants are rejected 66% of time and this

who want to process data in a data science context for statisti-

translates to approximately 200 hours of oppor tunity cost to

cal modelling or for generating lists of rising stars and classifying

the institution and the individual researcher. Smith says “We use 

them. Then the second type of users are business users who

Dimensions Plusto help increase the lifetime of that grant appli-

want to use the data but do not want to get into the nitty gritty

cation. Researchers will do this by taking their grant proposal

of how the data is structured. Typically, they need to perform

abstract and running it through the abstract search engine in

a really quick analysis on the fly. Perhaps a Dean is hosting a

Dimensions Plus. By doing this, they will quickly find out who

foundation representative and would like to see examples of

are the major sponsors in the world that would be interested

our past work with that group. Or perhaps one of institutional

in funding research like theirs. They can also see the individual

leaders is preparing for a legislative meeting and would like to

researchers these sponsors have funded, how much funding they

prepare some targeted talking points ahead of time. Dimensions

received, and if they are in the US or elsewhere. It gives Michigan

can help them prepare for these events quite easily.

digital-science.com
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